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The feasibility of using the reactions

e+N(e;, J;) e'+N(e&, J&)

~(~«, z«) +q

to investigate low-lying states of heavy nuclei is discussed. By detecting the decay photon,
the problem of poor energy resolution for high-energy electrons can be circumvented. The
formalism for the e -y coincidence cross section is given. The Coulomb distortion of the elec-
tron wave functions, which is important for heavy nuclei, is taken into account. Results for
the e'~ coincidence cross section and the y-detection cross section for several nuclei are
given. The e-y coincidence cross section appears to be feasible when superconducting accel-
erators became operational. The y-detection cross section offers a method for investigating
low-lying states with present-day accelerators.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid advance in the design of high-en-
ergy electron accelerators, electrons have proved
to be quite usefu1 probes for investigating nuclear
structure. "Most theoretical investigations of
electron scattering from nuclei have involved de-
tection of only the final electron. Additional nu-
clear-structure information can be obtained by de-
tecting other final particles fxom reactions initi-
ated by electron scattering. Coincidence detection
of two or more final-state particles would be par-
ticularly advantageous for studying specific aspects
of nuclear structure, but electron scattering cross
sections are so small that coincidence detection ex-
periments are often impossible to perform. How-
ever, the development of high-intensity high-duty-
cycle accelerators, especially superconducting ac-
celeratorsy ls opeQlQg Qew ax'8RS of expex'1IQentRl
investigation and theoretical intex'est in electron-
nucleus scattering.

The reaction considered here is electron excita-
tion of a nucleus with subsequent decay of the ex-
cited state,

Here N(e, JM) denotes a nucleus with energy e,
spin 7, and spin projection on the z-axis M (Fig.
1). For the electron energies required, on the
order of a 100 MeV, the energy resolution for the
electrons precludes investigations of nuclear states
with excitation energies less than a few MeV when
only the final electron is detected. Detection of the

decay photon enables investigation of low-lying
states such as occur in heavy nuclei, since the en-
ergy resolution for the photon is much better than
for the electron. For photon energies of a few hun-
dred keV, the energy resolution is on the order of
a keV. The e'-y coincidence cross section is de-
rived in Sec. II, and results for the e'-y coinci-
dence cross section and for the y-detection cross
section are given in Sec. III.

The e'-y coincidence cross section has pxevious-
ly been studied with the derivation based on the
first-order Born approximation. 4" The val, idity
of using the first-order Born approximation de-
pends on being able to neglect all terms proportion-
al to (Zn)' and of higher order in a perturbation ex-
pansion. As 2 becomes large the results of Born-
approximation calculations become questionable.
It has previously been shown that it may be neces-
sRly to use the Inethod of Coulomb-distorted plRQe
waves when scattering electrons from heavy nu-
clei. ' This method takes into account the effect of
the static Coulomb field of the nucleus in the elec-
tron wave functions. All derivations and results
given here employ the method of Coulomb-distort-
ed plane waves for high-energy electrons.

Since the purpose of this study is primarily to
determine the feasibility of using the I'8Rctlons ln
Eq. (1.1) to investigate low-lying excited states of
heavy nuclei, R few simplifying assumptions are
made. Both the excitation and deexcitation process-
es are assumed to have only one contributing multi-
pole moment. This is a good approximation when
the lowest allowed multipole moment is electric,
especially for the excitation process. In this case
the electron excitation term is dominated by the
Coulomb part of the interaction. When the lowest
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E, J.

FIG. 1. Diagram and nuclear energy levels for the
reaction

interference can be minimized by looking for the
decay photons at large angles to the incident and
scattered electron directions. Only excitations of
higher-energy states lying within the energy reso-
lutions for the electron of the state to be investi-
gated can lead to interfering cascade decays. The
cascade decay through the excited state of interest
is of higher order in a than the reaction in Eq.
(1.1). Therefore, it is expected to have a smaller
amplitude.

8+X(e;,J;)—e +N(e, J )

N(e~~, J~~) +p

multipole moment is magnetic, mixed multipole
transitions are likely to occur. The recoil of the
nucleus is neglected, since only heavy nuclei are
to be considered. Coherent interference from
other processes is also ignored. Two main sources
of interference are elastic electron scattering plus
production of electron bremsstrahlung and electron
excitation of more energetic nuclear states fol-
lowed by cascade decays through the excited state
to be investigated. Since bremsstrahlung is strong-
ly forward peaked for high-energy electrons, its

II. DERIVATION OF CROSS SECTION

A. Electron Excitation

Here we are interested in the electron-excitation
part of the two-step reaction in Eq. (1.1). We work
in the lab frame of the nucleus for the incident
beam in the +z direction and the momentum of the
scattered electron is pf. The electron wave func-
tions are distorted plane waves in the presence of
the static Coulomb field of the nucleus (see Appen-
dix).

Under the assumption that only one multipole con-
tributes to the excitation, the spatial part of the
nuclear transition charge and current can be writ-
ten as (ji = c = 1).

(2.1)(C (eq, JqMq ) ~
j'(r)

~
4 (e;, Z; M; )) = 8Q C~ „"„p„(r)I'„"*(P),

(@(ef ~f~f ) I j (~) I
4 (e;, &;M; )) = e Z~&'. „"&' I p ~ ~+,(r)Y( ~„*(f) +p„~,(r)Y( ~,+(r)+ p) ~(r)Y( ) (f)].

V

In the above, 4(e, JM) denotes the wave functions for the nucleus in the state with the (Iuantum numbers as
specified in the brackets. The nuclear transition charge and current operators are j (r) and I (r).

Using first-order time-dependent perturbation, the transition amplitude for electron excitation of the
nucleus can be written as

(2.2)

A "(r) is the electromagnetic four-vector potential due to the electron transition current, and E& and E, are.
initial and final electron energies. Upon expanding the electron wave function in partial waves, the transi-
tion amplitude for initial electron spin m and final spin rn' can be put in the form

S; f (M;, m; M~, m ') = 2v5 (E~ —E; + ef —e;)Q C„' ~"„(-)"Sg ~ (I,m '), (2.3)

where

The primed quantities refer to the final electron, and the unprimed quantities refer to the initial electron.
The relation of 1 and j to 0 is given in the Appendix, and I' = I'-tc'/~z'~. The radial integrals are given by

((d= E E)-
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k'(r»r'). f «(r, f »(rr, 'r, '(j «(»r))»'«r (»»r)«»«(r)[z'. (r)k.(r)rf'. (r)f.(r)]
0 0

+ f[&(&+&)] "'i1,(~ )&'1-]1(~ )P1, 1-1(~1)(&[a'. (1'.}f.(1') -f'(1'2)Z. (&2}]

+ (« -«')[Z'. (~k)f. (1'k)+f ';(~k)g. b'k)]] —&[(][.+ l)(][+2)] "'i1,k(~ }h 1[ ]i (~ )p1, 1.i(~i)

&& i (]).+ l)[g '. (~.)f.(~k) -f'; (1'.)g.(r,)] —(« -«') [r'. (~.)f.(1'k)+f '; (1'.)g, (~k)]3),

R"(r»r') f dr, dr r,'r, 'j»(r«r )k'»''(»rr )r» «(r )'[»(»+()] "' (r+r')[g', , (r )f (r ) rf'„, (r )g„(r )] .
0 0

(2.5a)

(2.51)

The functions f„(y) and g„(y}are t118 radial pal'ts of tile electI'011 wave functions.
The differential electron excitation cross section for an unpolarized electron beam incident on an unpolar-

ized. target and with final polarization not detected is

B. e'-7 Angular Correlation and Cross Section

The angular correlation between the direction of the scattered electron and decay photon is given by

&-,(Q,) = Z I Z &4 (eely, ~yyiiffy) l&,(Q]„o)IC (e„~ply)&&C (eg, ~pe�}I&.] (4)14 (e;, ~ I())I'. (2. '1)
oN +y Ny

H(Q, o} is the interaction Hamiltonian for emission of a photon with polarization o into the solid angle Q .
H„(g) is the interaction Hamiltonian for electron excitation of the nucleus with electron three-momentum
transfer q as developed in part A of this Section.

After making a multipole expansion of the interaction Hamiltonians and carrying out the appropriate sums,
W-(Q~) takes the form"

gr (Q ) ~ Q [ l/(2y+ f)1/2] (1 1 k)-1g ( )])+K (
1 1 k ) Q $ (1n ~r )g «)»(~ s1I)

even 0 PP' PP'

xz, (~~a.z, ) g( )'"'z-„(i.z, v„z, )x,"A,",'r„"(Q„)
LL~

(2.8)

x(~,")' Q ls,„(m, m )l']-'.
p mm'

The e-y coincidence cross section can now be
written as

d 0' dorm ~y

dQQQy dQk q " I', 0,
(2.&O)

I is the partial decay width for the y decay of

A~L is the reduced matrix element for the MI. mul-
tipole moment and is real for the appropriate
choice of phase convention for the nuclear states. "
N is a normalization factor chosen such that

Wg Qy dQ~=1. 2.9

It is a.ssumed that only one multipole contributes
to the y-decay transition for the results given in
this paper. In the ease of an L, -pole decay follow-
ing a A. -pole electron excitation AL. = 5LL 5„N.A~
and

x= [~a~ ~,(~~.z z )z, (L,f.z,z, )

N(e&, J,') to N(e&&, Z&&). f'„, is the total decay width
for the state N(ez, Z, }.

III. CALCULATIONS

The formalism for the (e, e'y) reaction presented
in Sec. II is independent of the nuclear model ex-
cept for the assumption of a spherically symmetric
static charge distribution for the nucleus. The
quantized liquid-drop model for the nucleus is used
for aLL ealeulations reported here. This model re-
lates the nuclear transition charge and current dis-
tributions to the static nuclear charge distribution.
The static charge distribution is assumed to be a
Fermi distribution given by

p, (r) = (l+ exp [(r —c/t)4. 4]] ',
where the nuclear half radius is given in terms of
the number of nucleons A by c=1.07~A"'F, and
the skin thickness I, is 2.4 F. All electron-excita-
tion transitions considered here are of the type
EX. For EX transitions, the transition charge and
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TABLE I. Summary of transitions investigated and parameters used in the calculations.

Nucleus

222

82
I4"'

82
p4208

Tai8i

JF] J' 7lff

p+-

p +-.

p+
7+

242
810

2600
136

2+

3
8+

MA, excit.

E1
E2

E2

ML decay

El
E2
E3
M1,E2

—2B(EX~J; J )
(fm )

7 09
1.4 x10'b

5.61xlp '
1.9x 10

ry
~ tot

0.928
1.0
1.0
1.0

~ Single-particle estimate. See Ref. 8. See Ref. 1.

current distributions occurring in the electron-ex-
citation amplitude are"

p~(r)=r~ ' sp, (r)/ar,

p „),(r) = i(u[(B.+ 1)/xj"'r" 'p, (r),

px, x. (r)=px, x(r)=0 ~

(3.2a)

(3.2b)

(3;2c)

2&+1 (2~+1}
dr r'p ~(r)j ~((ur)

2eJ~+ I Eo

(3.3)

The e-y coincidence cross section is calculated
for four different nuclei. The table gives the ener-

The relative normalization of p z(r) and p z z, (r)
is chosen to satisfy the continuity equation, but the
absolute normalization of the transition charge is
factored out of the calculation by dividing out the
reduced nuclear transition probability given by

—
~ B(EX;J;-Jy)1

gy and spins of the states involved. In each case
the initial state is the ground state, and the excited
state decays back to the ground state. The multi-
polarity of the transition is also given. In the case
of »Ta"', two multipoles are known to contribute
significantly to the decay process. However, the
calculation is done assuming a pure M1 or pure E2
mode. The last two columns in the table give the
values used for B(EX,J,-J&) and F /F„, . The val-
ue of F„/I;„ for «Ra22' is obtained assuming the
only decay modes to be via y decay to the 0' and 2'
states and using the ratio B(E1;F- 0')/B(E1; 1 -2')
=0.5.' The excited states for the other nuclei are
assumed to decay only to the ground state via y

E1= Z00 Me V

e1= 15 ~el

Qy=0 and 180

LABORATORY FRAME

FIG. 2. Lab frame for the nucleus. FIG. 3. Polar plot of d 0'/dQ dQ versus 8 for 88aa
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E;= 200 Me V

eel= '5 ~ &el= 0

$„=0 aftd leO
-y fm2x lO sr~

E =200 MeV

eel =20'&el= 0'

4»=0 and le0 -5 fm--2x l0 —p

FIG. 4. Polar plot of de'/dQ~dQ versus e for &IphIo~.
I'&G. 5. Polar plot of d o/dQ~dQ&. versus. 0& for 82pb2

em1s sion.
All calculations are for the lab frame. The z

axis is chosen to be parallel to the incident elec-
tron beam momentum p, . The x axis is chosen
such that p& lies in the x-z pl.ane, and the scalar
product p&

~ e„ is positive. The decay-photon mo-
mentum ls denoted by R (see Flg. 2).

Polar plots of the e-y coincidence cross sections
for the nuclei listed in the table are shown in Figs.
3 through 9. In each case the cross section is
plotted versus the polar angle 8& for photons emit-
ted in the x-z plane. The electron scattering angle
6, and incident energy E; are given on each graph.
The e-y coincidence cross section for arbitrary di-
rection of the photon can be obtained by rotating
the given plots about the electron-momentum-trans-
fer axis q=p,. -pz. As expected, the polar plots of
the e-y coincidence cross section versus 8 for
small 8, have the shapes of I.-pole electromagnetic
radiation patterns symmetric about the q axis.
When using the results of Alder et sl. in W-„(0&)
(see Sec. II), the axis of symmetry was reflected
through the z axis in the x-z plane.

The cross section for detection of only the decay
photon is obtained by integrating over the final™
electron direction. Results for the y-detection

cross section for the reaction in the taMe involv-
ing»TR"' are shown in Figs. 10 through 1$. The
cross sections are plotted versus 0 for incident
electron energies of 200 and 30 MeV. The cases
where the emitted radiation is assuxned to be pure
Ml and pure E2 are given.

The information which can be obtained when only
the decay photon is detected is not as great as
when the scattered electron and decay photon are
detected in coincidence. It is not possible to in-
vestigate the dependence of the cross section on
the electron momentum transfer. In other words,
the shapes of the transition charge and current can-
not be determined. Also, the y-radiation pattern
is not as sensitive to the multipolarity of the y de-
CRy Rs 1s the 8-y correlation. Howeve1y the VRlue
of the reduced nuclear transition probability
B(EX;J,- Z&) can be determined.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The calculations presented in Sec. III are primar-
ily intended to indicate the feasibility of using the
(8, e'y) reaction to investigate low-lying states of
heavy nuclei. As mentioned before, some simpli-
fying assumptions have been made in the catcula-



E;= 200Me V

eeI I+ &e~=0

4»= 0 and 180

E; "- 30MeV

eel 22 ~ @el"0

= 0 and 180

FIG. 6. Polar plot of d20/dQ~dQ& versus 8& fox 73TaN~

with the decay assumed to be a pure Ml transition.

FIG. 8. Polar plot of d20/dQ dQ& versus 8& for &3Ta~

with the decay assumed to be a pure Ml transition.

E; =200 MeV

eel = I~ ~ &ei=0

4'&= 0 and 180

-s fm--2x10 ~qp E; (el) =30 MeV

eeI =22 4eI = 0

~) = 0 and 180

- I.Z x 10
-a fm

XIS

FJQ. 7. Polar p].ot of d 0/dQdQ~ vex'sus 8~ for y3Ta
with the decay assumed to be a pure E2 transition.

FIG. 9, Polar plot of d 0'/dQedQ vex'sus 8 fox' 73TR
with the decay assumed to be a pure E2 transition.
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FIG. 10. y-detection cross section for &3Ta with the decay assumed to be a pure Ml transition.

d 0'
R J,„pd4Q, 4Qy,

e y

(4.1)

where J;„,is the average incident electron flux, p

tions. In addition, the nuclear model employed is
chosen mostly for convenience, although it is
known to give good agreement with electron scatter-
ing data. The calculations are unique in that the
Coulomb distortion of the electron wave functions,
which is important for heavy nuclei, is taken into
account. The effects of mixed multipole y-decay
transitions and coherent interference from other
processes might have to be included when experi-
mental data becomes available. More sophisticat-
ed nuclear models will probably be required also.
However, it is premature at this time to worry
about specific details leading to minor changes in
the results.

The most important information to be obtained
from this study is the expected size of the cross
section. The cross section must be large enough
to yield detectable counting rates and to distinguish
the excitation-decay reaction from interfering
processes.

The e-y coincidence counting rate can be esti-
mated from the relation d 6 dG Q ~max 2(1 —cosG )

dn, dn, dn. „4~' k,„(1-k P,)(1-k P,.)

me

Z '(1 —k t) )' Z '(1 —k P.)' ' (4.2a)

is the target density, d is the target thickness, and

AQ,. is the. solid angle of detection for particles of
type i.

The e-y coincidence cross sections are presented
with superconducting accelerators of the near fu-
ture in mind. In estimating the counting rates of
the above cross section, an incident electron cur-
rent of 100 p, A for 200-MeV electrons is used. In
all cases considered here the cross sections ap-
pear to be large enough to yield detectable count-
ing rates. Remaining is the question of relative
size of the background counting rate due to other
processes.

As mentioned before, a main interfering process
is elastic electron scattering from the nucleus plus
emission of electron bremsstrahlung. An estimate
of the size of the e-y coincidence cross section for
this process can be obtained by treating the nucleus
as a point charge. In the soft photon limit the e-y
coincidence cross section is"
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E;= 200MeV

9.0
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I
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I

f50 l60 l70
I
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FIG. 11. y-detection cross section for &3Ta~8~ with the decay assumed to be a pure E2 transition.

where

4

Z2 2

(1 —P'sin' —,'8,) .
dQ, ,N 4p'p'sin'28, (4.2b)

The electron scattering angle is O„k is the unit

vector in the direction of the photon, P, and twf are
the velocity vectors for the initial and final elec-
tron. The cross section is for photons with energy
in the range k;„ to k,„. The e-y cross section
for E, =200 MeV, 8, =140, $,=0', 8&=180, 0;, to
k „taken to be 103 to 140 keg, and 8= 73 is

d'o/dQ, dQ =9.65x10 'fm'/sr'. (4.3)

d'o/dQ, dQ = 1.70x10 ' frn'/sr2 (4.4)

Thus, the interference from the electron brems-
strahlung is negligible for the proper choice of the
kinematics.

Interference from cascade decays resulting from
electron excitation of more energetic nuclear

This cross section can be compared to the e-y co-
incidence cross section for the electron-excitation-
E2-decay reaction with 73Ta"'. For the same kine-
matics as above the e-y coincidence cross section
ls

R z
= (do/d Q ~)J;„pdb Q (4.5)

The counting rates were estimated assuming an
average electron current of 1 p.A. Again the cross
section appears to be large enough, provided the
background counting rate for photons is not too

states must be investigated for each nucleus and
depends on the electron energy resolution. Only
more energetic states which lie within the electron
energy resolution of the state to be investigated
can result in cascade decays producing the y rays
sought. As mentioned before, these reactions are
of higher order in e than the process considered
here and can be expected to have smaller ampli-
tudes by at least a factor of n.

On the basis of the results presented in Sec. III
the e-y coincidence cross section appears to pro-
vide a means for investigating low-lying nuclear
states when superconducting accelerators become
operational.

The y-detection cross sections were calculated
with present-day experimental capabilities in mind.
The y counting rate for photons produced by the
electron-excitation-y-decay reaction can be esti-
mated using the relation
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E. (eI) =~0 MeV

6.05

l

90
l

l00 IIO

l

l20
I

I30 l50
I

l60 l70 I 80

FIG. 12. y-detection cross section for z3Ta~a~ with the decay assumeed to be a pure Ml transition.

large. The results for E; = 30 MeV are particular-
ly encouraging in view of the large electron cur-
rent available at lower energies.

The interference from elastic electron scattering
plus bremsstrahlung can be minimized by detecting
the photons at large angles to the incident electron
beam. The e-y cross section is strongly peaked in
the forward electron scattering direction. Thus
the main contribution to the y-detection cross sec-
tion comes from the small-electron-angle e-y
cross section. As seen above, the bremsstrahlung
interference is small for small electron scattering
angles and large photon angles relative to the inci-
dent beam. As before, the interference from cas-
cade decays resulting from excitation of higher-
energy nuclear states 18 of higher 01der 1n A.

Thus the results for the y-detection cross sec-
tion also appear to be favorable for investigating
low-lying states in heavy nuclei.

APPENDIX A.

The electron wave functions are solutions to the
Dirac equation for an electron in a central potential
due to the static Coulomb fieM of the nucleus. The
Dirac equation can be written in the form"

H=iy~o„—+ —— IC + V(r)+mP—.8 1 ti
er

Solutions to this equation, which are eigenstates
of the operators j', j„and E=P(v l —1), can be
written as

(A. 2)

Eg"„=zip"„, j =
I
z

~

——,', and j, = p.

X"„=Q C'„"' '„Y", '(r)X;„',
T

where E=v for x &0, and E=-z -I for z &O.
The radial parts of the wave function are solu-

tions to the coupled differential equations

(A. 3)

df, (r)
f„(r)—[E —m —V(r)jg„(r), (A.4a)

The spin and angular dependence of g is contained
in Xl„' which is given by
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6.25

6.io—

IQO l l0 l20
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FIG. 13. y-detection cross section for 73Ta~8~ with the decay assumed to be a pure E2 transition.

dZ, (r) x+1=[Z+m —V(r}]f„(r)— g„(r), (A. 4b)

which have the asymptotic form

E-m '~' I
f„(r)- —sin(pr+ 5 „), (A. 5a)E+m p~

g„(r)-—cos (Pr + 5 „).
I

(A. sb)

Using these solutions, a partial wave expansion
for an incident plane wave with momentum p plus

outgoing spherlcRl wRves CRQ be formed. Fol R

polarized beam with spin projection rm (= +-,) on the
z axis, the partial wave expansion is

8+m '~2 ryNl- 4~ K
~

I Ql I/3 J pp slk(p)qp
2E ~ P-m m P K '

Q..6)
The phase 5„ is given by

5„=5„-yln2pr+ 2(l+i)m,

where y = aZE/p
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